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"When in disgrace with fortune and men I s eyes,
I all alone beweep my outcast state,
And trouble deaf Heaven with my bootless cries,
And look upon myself, and curse my fate,
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,
Featur'd like him, like him with friends possess'd,
Desiring this man's art, and that man's scope,
With what I most enjoy contented least;
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,
Happily I think on thee,-and then my state
(Like to the lark at break of day arising
From sullen earth) sings hymns at heaven's gate;

For thy sweet love remember'd, such wealth brings,
That then I scorn to change my state with kings."

fROM GRANDGQR'S DISTEMPER TO HIVIAIDS

Five years after Columbus returned from his encounter with the

New World, in the year 1497, there was an outbreak of a disease

supposed to be venereal in the city of Edinburgh, Scotland. The

books of the Town Council record how quickly the disease had

progressed through Europe from its first report at the Siege of
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speed. It is indifferent to national boundaries. It uses sexual and

not now burn the victims on the cheek. But the slim disease too

other pleasures as its vectors. It has entered our towns and our

They demand
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They impede an effective response to the

And everyone who did not comply with this command:

"FaIle be brynt on the cheik with the marking of Irne
that thai may be kennit in tyro to cum and thair-after if
any of tham remanis that thai fall be banift ... 1

loathing are rife.

Inhabltants of Edinburgh five hundred years ago.

law in the face of a pUblic health crisis. The Acquired Immune

Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is new upon us. It presents many of the

epidemic. They block the educational messages that are essential to

behaviour modification and containment of the spread.

As with any new social crisis, it is inevitable that AIDS and

the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) which causes it2 will

spawn a myriad of laws. People are as alamed as were the Lieges and

cure.

panic. Alarm. Banishment. Cruelty. Public stigmatization.

Law. These are the melancholy companions of disease and epidemics.

features of Grandgor. It has leapt around the world at fantastic

often carries its own ultimate inscriptions. Discrimination and

rural areas. Modern proclamations ~d laws have been made. We may

Naples two years earlier. The King of Scotland and his council,

terribly alarmed at this contagious "Distemper", issued a

proclamation of the Sovereign Lord I 6 will and command. The

contagiouS sickness was named Grandgor. Those who had this plague

were commended to pass far out of the Town to the island of Frith.

If their bodies survived, they were obliged to take an unspecified

The question for this conference is whether, in the five hundred

years since King James IV issued his Proclamation against Grandgor we

have advanced in our appreciation of the limits and opportunities of
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of them. Humanity has not changed so very much in 500 years. Out

there in the streets of Johannesburg, ordinary people are not so

different from their counterparts in far-away Edinburgh in 1497. For

all the benefits of modern education and the miracles of radio,

television and other means of mass instruction, the knowledge of AIDS

responses of their Sovereigns. They callout for effective laws.

oon't just hold conferences: do something I Prohibit the spread of

AIDS! punish those who spread it! Quarantine the people who present

the risk! protect us - especially our children - from the ravages of

this unexpected affliction.

These are remarkable responses. We must not lack understanding

amongst the mass of people is superficial. Using that knowledge to

prevent infection at critical moments of anticipated pleasure is

f
t notoriously problematical.

I
1

THE BASIC RULE AND THE AIDS PARADOX

So here stands our problem. In little more than a decade an

\
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~raordinary challenge to our species has struck the world. It has

spread like wildfire. No continent is more devastated by it than

Africa. We have photographed the virus that causes our affliction.

We know the main modes of transmission. We have palliatives which

will arrest some of its debilitating manifestations. But we have no

cure. So remarkable is the proliferation of the virus in the host

and 80 manifold its mutations that· the prospect of a single magic

bUllet to cure an infected person seems extremely remote. The most

that the scientists presently hope for, is that one day HIV will be

like diabetes: controlled but never cured. Always a peril with the

infected and to those they may infect.

Furthermore, there is no vaccine, although on this the

Scientists are more optimistic. Amongst all the mutations of the

v~rus, they have found a section of the DNA that is constant. That
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section may ultimately provide the target for to the provision of a

safe vaccine. Perhaps a vaccine will eventually arrest the

mysterious trigger which takes the already infected downhill, to the

ult~te price which AIDS extracts. This is a terrifying condition.

There is no point mincing words. Like many of you I have sat at the

bedside of precious friends. AIDS makes us angry. But in law we

must be rational. We must recognise the limitations of our

discipline. We must acknowledge that law has only a partial success

in achieving behaviour modification: particularly where sexual,

drug-use or other human pleasures are involved. We must take as our

guiding principle for law something more than the creation of a

response to a dangerous epidemic. We must look for effective and

just laws which contribute to slowing the spread of AIDS. We must

seek to learn from the experience of others, whilst recognising the

unique character of each legal jurisdiction.

I state these injunctions at the outset of this paper because

they provide the touchstone for a rational legal response to the AIDS

epidemic. I now want to assert a fundamental rule and a paradox.

The rule should apply to all lawmaking. But it is especially

vital that it be observed in respect of laws on AIDS. It is that

such laws must be based upon a thorough understanding of the target.

In the case of HIVJAIDS this requires a detailed knowledge of the

virus and its modes of transmission. AIDS laws must not be based

upon ignorance, fear, political expediency and pandering to the

demand of the citizenry for "tough" measures. There must be no more

branding of cheeks. Good laws, like good ethics, will be founded in

~ data. Because this is a major health crisis, the least that we

can expect from our politicians, bureaucrats and judicial officers is

that they will inform themselves about the features of this epidemic

before they make laws and policies or hand down decisions relating to
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infected too. We must do so because of reasons of basic human

the spread of HIV.

Yet, at least at this stage of this epidemic, we must protect the

sex workers i
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This is an area of the law's operation

homosexual and bisexual men;sexual activity;

people on this blue planet, typically made at moments immediately

prior to sexual or drug-use activities. Getting into the minds of

people in such a way that they have the will to change their

behaviour and reduce the risk of infection is not easy. But it is

next to impassible unless the educational messages can be effectively

apread. That will not happen if we do not win the confidence of the

people most at risk. Such people include the young involved in

The AIDS paradox derives from the lack of a vaccine and the

lack of any prospect of a simple cure. Our only vaccine in these

circumstances is knowledge. The only sure cure is prevention, by

behaviour modification. The target is the decisions of billions of

rights. But if they do not convince, we must do so for the sake of

community expects laws to protect the uninfected from the infected.

the whole corrununity which has a conunon cause in the containment of

epidemic and the features of the virus. By a paradox, one of the

most effective laws we can offer to combat the spread of HIV which

causes AIDS is the protection of persons living with AIDS, and those

about them, from discrimination. This is a paradox because the

't Nothing less will do.1 .

~here people's lives are at risk and millions will die. The least we

lawyers can do is to offer a useful contribution and not more

worthless measures which pander to prejudice and ignorance. One of

the real dangers of AIDS is that it will produce a new virus of HIL 

Highly Inefficient Laws. 3 I said as much at the beginning of

the epidemic. It remains true today.

The AIDS paradox arises from a reflection on the nature of this
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women, spouses of men who are infected; and injecting 

All of these groups have been the subject of centuries 

of prejudice and discriminatory laws. In their various ways they all 

feel alienated and remote from the messages of society. But the 
, 

paradox is! if we are serious about the containment of the AIDS 

epidemic, we must enter their individual minds and get them to change 

which seems central to them to the definition of their 

It is a tall order. It will not be achieved if the minds are 

alienated or unempowered. It will only be achieved if the minds are 

That will only occur if a lot of shibboleths fall and if laws 

an umbrella for education and protection against 

discrimination. 

I acknowledge that this is a paradox which is difficult to 

Out there on the footpaths, many would regard it as an 

Yet I hope it will be the result of this conference that 

will be sent away with a cool-headed appreciation of the 

s of our human predicament in the face of AIDS and a 

clear-eyed realisation of the limits and paradoxical 

- of the law. 

STATE or THE GLOBAL EPIDEMIC 

I must practise what I preach. It is essential to start with 

same data on the epidemic. Just before I left Australia, I received 

from the Global AIDS Policy Coalition at Harvard University a report 

"soaring nwnber of cases of AIDS and infections with HIV" 

the world. The coalition is headed by Dr Jonathan Mann, 

Director of the Global Programme on AIDS of the World Health 

isation (WHO). It has concluded that the global epidemic is 

out of control". 4 The figures of estimated cases of 

infection and of fully developed AIDS are as follows: 
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TABLE 1

• Minimum ('slirnate.

1992-1995
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GAPe Estimate and Projections

Cumulative number of adult HIV infections and AIDS

HIV Infections AIDS

Geographic All Adults Women All Adults Adults Auults
Areas of Affinity 1992 1992 1995 1992 1995

estimate estimate projection estimate projection -

I North America 1.167,000 128,500 1.495,000 257,500 534,000
2 Western Euro e 718,000 122,OaO 1.186.000 99,000 279,500
3 Australia/Oceania 28,000 3.500 40,000 4,500 11,500
• Lalin America 995,000 199,000 1,407,000 173,000 417,500
5 Sub-Saharan Airie.. 7,803,000 3.901,500 11,449,000 1,367,000 3,277,sao
6 Carib ean 310,000 124,000 474,000 43,000 121,000
7 Eastern Euro e 27.000 2,500 44,000 2.so0 9,500
8 Southeast Mediterranean 35.000 6,000 59.000 3,500 12,500
9 North East Asia 41,000 7,000 80,000 3,500 14,500

10 Southeast Asia 675,000· 223,000 I.220,OOO 65,000 240,500

TOTAL 11,799,000 4,717,000 17,454,000 2,l)18,500 4,918,000

POPUlation in those parts of the world.

A graph produced by the same source shows the steady growth of

HIV infections throughout the world since the first identification of

the epidemic a little more than a decade ago. It also shows the

projection of the graph both at the current rates and on a "worst

i case" scenario. The latter assumes that the epidemic takes a hold in

I India and South-Eastern Asia with. the very high densities of
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FIGURE 1 

cumulative Number of HIV Infections in Adults in the World 
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In many developed countries there is a widespread belief that 

/AIDS is the wrath of God upon others: men who have Bex with 

intravenous drug-users; and sex workers. But as anyone in 

at least should know 1 5 HIV is overwhelmingly a virus 

by heterosexual contact. World-wide, this mode of 

accounts for 71% of cases as against 15% resulting from 

male contact. 
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FIGURE 2

proportion of Global Adult HIV Infections by Mode of Transmission
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The Global Programme on AIDS at WHO disputes some of Dr Mann's

gloomy estimates. It does not agree that there are 13 million people

already infected with up to 12.0 million likely to be infected by the

year 2000. It takes a more optimistic view that, at most, 40 million

people will be infected by the year 2000. But that figure is grim

enough. And both estimates agree that the greatest rate of increase

appears to be in sub-Saharan Africa. Only by the awfulness of his

projections in Asia does Dr Mann predict that Africa will fall into

second place.

A description of the predicament in another publication by

Dr Mann is arresting:

"HI V is continuing to spread to countries and parts of
countries that had little or no evidence of HIV infection
just a few years ago. For example, in Atrica 5 years
ago, HIV seemed to be affecLing mainly urban areas of
central and eastem Africa. Today HIV has reached into

- 9 -
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attaching to that condition.

cases of HIV infection 48.4% were known to have occurred through male

Heterosexual cases numbered only

There is a general feeling in Australiaillicit syringes.s

that·this honesty and candour in confronting HIV/AIDS has helped to

western and southern Africa; in the general adult
population of Abijan, Cote de lvoire, HIV sero prevalence
increased from less than 1% in 1987 to more than 7% today
and in the Republic of South Africa more than 300,000
people, largely black Africans, are now estimated to be
HIV infected. Ominously, HIV is also spreading rapidly
into rural areas of Africa where most of the people
live. ,,6

now widespread public and school education about HIV/AIDS. There is

much more open discussion about sexuality and drug use. In most

prisons, without change of prison regulations, condoms are discreetly

provided and even cleaning bleach is left available to sterilise

In my own country, Australia, the epidemic is monitored by a

monthly HIV surveillance report maintained by the National Centre in

HIV Epidemiology. At the beginning of March 1992 the report recorded

that the number of Australian diagnoses of HIV infection was 16,075.

The total number of notified cases of AIDS was 3,192. The total

number of deaths attributed to AIDS was 2,044. Of the notified new

2.6%.7 All of these estimates are likely to be understatements

because of the social pressure towards attributing illness and death

to conditions other than HIV/AIDS by reason of the prejudice still

to male sexual contact.

Australia is a federation. Most of the responsibility for laws

'on public health relevant to HIV/AIDS rests with the States. Yet for

a decade there has been a strong national strategy, led by the

Federal Government. A largely bipartisan policy has been adopted.

The strategy has been generally addressed towards containment. Even

the single-minded policy against illegal drug use gave way to a

national scheme for syringe exchange at local pharmacies. There is
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ruE PROGRESS OF "IV INFECTION

Upon this

Africans will be infected by the year

2000 - nearly a third of the entire population.

century. According to the report more than 666,000 people will by

then have died from AIDS. 9 Othe:r: estimates are even more

The Development Bank of Southern Africa predicts that nogloomy.

fewer than 12 million South

diminish the spread of the epidemic. Yet still the cases of needless

sere-conversion flow in, although at a diminished rate.

In South Africa a recent report has suggested that over 5
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We must all know these things. But we must teach them to our

families, our friends and colleagues. Lawyers must know them and

recognise them in clients and litigants who have a range of ordinary,

but some special problems, related to their infection. 11 We

must keep the features of the viral condition and the size and

dynamic of the global pandemic in mind when approaching the design of

laws to ·respond.

• Asymptomatic infection: Most people then follow a number

of years when they are infected and antibody positive but have

no apparent illness. This interval usually lasts from 8 to 11

years but in some it may last indefinitely;

* Persistent Generalised Lymphadenopathy: Then, following a

trigger, the cause of which is not fully understood, a number

of patients will begin Buffering from enlarged lymph nodes.

Illness, night sweats and weight loss will typically follow;
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serious illnesses occur with increasing frequency. Most 

typical of these are the constitutional disease of weight loss, 

diarrhoea and persistent cough known as AIDS Related Complex 
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kf-GAL RESPONSES TO THE EPIDEMIC

The world Health Organisation publishes a regular analysis of

the legislation produced in member countries dealing with health

related issues and specifically with AIDS. These show the rapid

growth of the number of countries which have introduced special legal

measures to respond to AIDS is seen in the attached graphs.

FIGURE 3

Growth in AIDS Legislation12

Cumulative number of countries
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The number of countries introducing legislation peaked in about

1987, Having responded to the initial, and understandable, local

pressure, there has now been a fall away as countries realise the

lut'l'1 lty - and even counterproductiveness - of many of the early

legal measures. Another graph shows this decline.
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the legislation may be entirely appropriate. Others may be 

oppressive and ineffective. Many deal with disease classification. 

A very long list now records countries which have enacted laws 

classifying HIV!AIDS as a sexually transmitted disease. A large 

nwooer of countries have adopted legislation giving public health 

authorities powers to carry out surveillance in specified 

cases. 14 Some countries, mainly in the former Eastern Block 

and in countries under military regimes have provided for mass 

screening of high risk groups including prostitutes, prisoners, drug 

dependent persons and homosexuals. Others have enacted laws 

targeting migrants and travellers for mass screening. Provision is 

made f9r such screening of returning nationals, immigrants, 

applicants for long-term residents, foreign residents I migrant 

Workers, foreign students, asylum seekers and refugees. In many 

COUntries users of heal th services are targeted fqr HIV screening. 
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In others, screening has been provided for particular occupational

categories such as seafarers, the military, police, civil servants,

scholarship holders, airline personnel and students. In Sierra Leone

and the Sudan, for example, truck drivers may be screened. In a

number of countries health personnel are subject to screening.

Interestingly, "entertainers" are subject to the powers of compulsory

HIV screening in Cyprus, North Korea and Indonesia.

Only Cuba has introduced mass HIV screening of the whole

popUlation. In Bulgaria, before the overthrow of the Communist

regime, 45% of the population had been sUbjected to general

screening. In parts of the former USSR, it was estimated that 30% of

the population had been screened. Most countries have not embarked

upon this response. They have refrained not because of special

sensitivity to human rights but because of the prohibitive costs

involved.

If human rights arguments are unpersuasive, it is much more

likely that politicians and bureaucrats will come to appreciate the

ineffectiveness and costs of laws imposing obligations of general or

widespread mass screening. The screening can only be partly

effective. The people in the "window period" will slip through.

False positives and false negatives will give misleading results.

Constantly repeated testing will be needed to catch these. The

territory would have to be rendered secure from intruders. All

tourists and visitors would need to be repeatedly screened. And then

the problem would have to be faced as to what could be done with

people found positive. Even in Australia there would not be barbed

wire enough, nor institutions strong enough to contain all of the

infected. Yet the infected are in many cases highly productive to

the economy, to themselves and their family for more than a decade.

As such, they are no risk to their fellow citizens. Only certain
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Laws and policies to do with AIDS must be efficient and

cost-effective. Mass screening - even screening of particular

groups - is not an efficient strategy. If it does not lead to

quarantine, it certainly does not lead to treatment. It is not an

efficient expenditure of the public health rand in the struggle

against AIDS. This simple truth should have been learned from the

earlier United States experiments with premarital screening for

The State of Illinois began asexually transmitted diseases.

intimate conduct is risky. AIDS is not contagious. The

arguments for quarantine of HIV patients are therefore completely

unpersuasive. Such a strategy amounts to a totally disproportionate

15response.

If the figures of South African infections are correct you

would need a new, very large multicultural "AIDS Homeland" for the

infected and their families. The idea is preposterous and it is

dangerous. Only in Cuba has this strategy been tried. It has

attracted condemnation by World Health Assembly resolutions.

unsurprisingly, Cuba has resisted expert external evaluation of its

programme. It continues to lock up its citizens with HIV whilst

stepping up the programme for the visit of tourists, some of whom

doubtless bring the virus. 16

mandatory programme of such screening in 1988. In the first eleven

months only 23 of the 150,000 tested (ie 1:6,500) were found HIV

positive. The effective cost per person tested ranged from $25 to

$125. The estimate for finding each of the 23 persons was $228,000.

Meanwhile, there was nothing that could be done to prevent such

persons getting married. And the number of couples seeking marriage

licences in the State decreased by 25%. The mass screening was

abandoned at the end of its first year. 17 Had it been mandated

for the whole of the United States it would have incurred an annual

II 
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cost to that country of $100 million. The marginal utility of

finding those infected who would otherwise not have been discovered

was certainly outweighed by the marginal cost of such a wasteful

programme. Yet in South Africa, as in Australia, calls are often

heard for the introduction of mandatory testing. Often, it is part

of a punitive syndrome. You are certainly not immune from this

syndrome in South Africa. When four ANC members, imprisoned for

alleged terrorism, were diagnosed as HIV positive, the Minister for

Foreign Affairs, Mr R F Botha declared that:

... [tlhe terrorists are now coming to us with a weapon
more terrible than Marxism: AIDS • .. lS

In preventing the proliferation of laws on compulsory HIV

6creening, we have in one hand the shield of human rights and in the

other the sword of efficiency. Probably for most lawmakers, it will

be arguments of efficiency and economy that will ultimately carry the

day against proposals for mandatory testing, quarantine and mass

screening. Where does it lead? It leads to no cure. What do we do

with them? There is no prison camp big enough. But we can expel the

foreigners. OVerwhelmingly AIDS is in our midst and is spread by our

citizens to each other.

In South Africa you have a special reason for remembering the

r~irements of basic human rights on this subject. universal human

rights include the right to life. No one has a human right to spread

a health-threatening virus. But the measures of public health and

to the requirements of fundamental human rights. Such measures must

be expressly provided. They must not depend upon the whim or

idiosyncratic opinion of an individual. They must be consistent with

the legltimate needs of a democratic society. And the intrusion inco

the rights of others must be strictly proportionate to the actual
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lives and shattered families. Professor Cameron and Mr Swanson have

private sexual acts between adults in an attempt to save society from

They draw a parallel between

"In both cases the community is seen as imperilled by a
degenerating threat to its health and ultimately its
survival. In both the threat is embodied in and
transmitted by sexual conduct. In both a realm of
intimacy between adults is invaded in the interests of
community well-being and survival. In both cases
discovery and exposure result in extreme stigmatization.
The fact that in the case of AIDS the danger is real,
while in the other the threa.t is now recognised as having
been a product of racist obsession, does not affect the
sUitability of the means selected to deal with the peril
which seemed as real to the racists of 40 years ago (and
of today) as is the threat from HIV. In neither case is
criminal sanction likely to eradicate or even inhibit the
proscribed conduct. In both cases criminal penalties are
in fact futile and counter-productive. Ultimately their
enforcement brings the law and its personnel into
disrepute . ..

achievement of public health objectives. 19

south Africa's recent past requires of it a heightened

To these wise words I say amen. They carry lessons for lawmakers far

beYond South Africa. But South Africa, having suffered greatly from

unjust laws in the past, must do better in this coming test - the

real AIDS test. The protection of the right to life is primary. But

it must be achieved with the protection of other relevant human

provide pathetic reading of gross intrusions into privacy and

individual autonomy. In south Africa you had the anti-miscegenation

laws intruding into adult sexual conduct. The result was ruined

painted an illuminating historicai analogy for those who would punish

sensitivity to the fundamental rights of the growing number of its

citizens who are living with AIDS or who are at risk of infection.

In South African law, as in the law of my own country, the attempts

of the state to intrude into the private sexual activities of

individuals are to be found in the law books. Such cases often

a perceived social threat.
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fundamental values. They will endure even after the AIDS peril has
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to protect the individual and the

Its object was to promote and reinforce existinginfect.ion. 22

underpinning criminal law:

It is possible, both in South Africa and Australia, that the

Mowing or reckless spread of HIV to another might amount to murder,

manslaughter or assault occasioning grievous bodily harm. 21

But in Australia at least the general criminal law has been

considered as, at once, over-inclusive and under-inclusive. A

Federal Government Working Party has presented a Discussion Paper on

iegis!at i ve approaches to the pUblic health control of HIV

community·of individuals from serious harm.

moral sense of most members of society. This was the traditional

punishable and hence is not approved of by society. Various theories

exist to justify the stigmatization of conduct by criminal law.

According to one theory it is enough that the conduct offends the

was no complaining victim. with the spread of HIV there is the risk

of serious actual harm to individuals. This invokes the other goal

basis for laws penalising adult homosexual conduct,even though there

spread of the virus. Although the criminal law operates imperfectly,

it sometimes has a symbolic value. It can state conduct which is

since exposure to HIV infection may lead to AIDS which is

plainly life-threatening, it is a legitimate purpose of the law to

endeavour to protect individuals, communities and nations from the

rights: such as the right to privacy, the right to liberty and

security, the right to freedom of movement, the right to marry and

found a family, the right to work and to be educated and the right to

freedom from inhuman or degr~ding treatment or punishment. It is

essential that we harmonise our legal responses with these
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Mowing or reckless spread of HIV to another might amount to murder, 

manslaughter or assault occasioning grievous bodily harm. 21 

But in Australia at least the general criminal law has been 
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public health initiatives being taken in Australia t.o combat

HIV/AIDS, such as education and counselling for those particularly at

risk. The authors of the Discussion Paper have adopted a two-fold

principle, namely that individuals have a personal responsibility to

protect their own health but equally they owe a duty to others to

prevent the further spread of HIV/AIDS.

Fortunately, the focus of the Australian proposals is upon high

risk activities. It is not upon individuals or groups as such.

It does not seek to stigmatize or reinforce prejUdice against

homosexuals, the promiscuous young, sex workers or drug-users. Yet,

in Australia, we still have some rather strange laws with criminal

penalties. In Western Australia, under sanction of a criminal

penaltYr a person with HIV infection must inform the driver of any

public bus of his or her condition. 23 In New South Wales it is

a requirement that any person with HIV inform potential sexual

partners of that fact on penalty of a $5,000 fine for failure. This

requirement is unrealistic, generally unknown, if known further

stigmatizes people with HIV infection, is impossible to police and

takes no account of safe sexual practices. Needless to say there

have been no prosecutions to date. But it made politicians feel a

whole lot better having enacted it. 24 In the State of Victoria

amendments to the Health Act were introduced in 1987 to provide a

fine of up to $20,000 for a person who deliberately infected another

with AIDS or with any other infectious disease. There are similar

laws in most of the States of the United States. They are subject to

the same criticism as I have mentioned in respect of the law of my

own State. If there is a symbolic value in such laws it is minor.

The trouble with enacting such laws is that they divert attention

from really serious measures which are needed if we have hope of

achieVing real behaviour modification and reducing the spread of the
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AllTI-DISCRIMINATION LAW

Only if the

In victoria, there is an

Obviously, the facility of review by thereasonableness. 27

jUdiciary - the impartial organ of government - is essential.

Perhaps the problem has not presented because of the rare use, in

South Africa as in Australia, of measures of this kind.

The Australian Constitution contains no Bill of Rights. An

attempt in 1988 to introduce some fundamental rights was defeated at

order an HIV "carrier" to be removed to a hospital or other place of

isolation when "satisfied on medical scientific grounds that the

danger exists" that the carrier might transmit the disease to other

people. This provision has been criticised as importing a subjective

test which may prevent judicial review against standards of

inappropriate may the person be isolated and detained. In South

Africa, under the Health Act regulations, a medical officer may

ordered to undergo counselling where appropriate.

oounselling seems to be ineffective mayan order be made restricting

the person's behaviour or movements. Only if such an order is

for the Head of the Health Department to require the person to be

tested for HIV. Only if the test is positive may the person be

strategy of HIV containment. 25

innovative protocol. Where it is thought that a person with an

infectious disease is likely to transmit it, there is the provision

forth feelings of loathing towards them which flow on to others who

are infected. Such cases do a great deal of harm to the overall

epidemic.

In all jurisdictions of Australia there are provisions for the

compulsory detention of a person knowingly or recklessly spreading a

proclaimed disease, of which HlV is one. Every society has a right

to isolate such persons. True it is, the media coverage of such

cases tends to dramatize the exceptional individual and to bring
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international human rights standards, being now under the discipline

Aboriginal landrights includes a suggestion, in the leading jUdgment,

that the Australian common law will itself have to adapt to

protect people from

New South Wales, South

Perhaps in this way we willof international scrutiny.29

Australia and the Australian Capital Territory include sexual

orientation as a prohibited ground of discrimination. The Federal

Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission may investigate and

secure the protection of basic rights supplementing the common law.

All jurisdictions of Australia except Tasmania and the Northern

referendum. The provision of basic rights is overwhelmingly left to

state legislation. Australia's recent subscription to the First

optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Ci viI and

political Rights may change this. Already a gay activist in

Tasmania has complained to the United Nations Human Rights Committee

against the laws of that State which criminalize consensual adult

homosexual conduct. 28 Tasmania is now the only State of

Australia which retains these laws inherited from colonial times. A

recent decision of the High Court of Australia in a case involving

conciliate complaints of discrimination on the basis of physical

disability and sexual orientation in employment. However, no binding

determination may be made by that Federal Commission.

In April 1992 the Anti-Discrimination Board of New South Wales

issued an important new report of an Inquiry into HIV and AIDS

Related Discrimination. 3D This was the most extensive

investigation of such discrimination in Australia. It records many

cases setting out detailed but anonymous information on hundreds of

Complaints received by the Board. Amongst the recommendations made

to meet the problems identified by these complaints are:

Territory have particular laws which

"f discrimination on the grounds of HIV or AIDS.
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•

• To make the definition of "impairment" in the Act cover assumed

or imputed impairmenti

To add trans-sexuality as a prohibited ground of

discriminationi

To make vilification on the ground of homosexuality of HIV

infection, real or assumed, unlawfuli and

* To step up education of judges, healthcare workers, police and

others both as to the facts of HIV infection and transmission

and as to the features of discrimination and prejudice.
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I am sure that there would be much in this report which would

strike a familiar chord in South Africa. It is impossible, by law,

to prevent people having their own private prejudices and attitudes.

Yet, as we have found in Australia (and as has been discovered in

many other places), the law can have a supportive r61e to play in

promoting education and informed attitudes based on fact, not

prejudice. All civilized and educated people know that to have

prejudice against a person because he or she is homosexual or

bisexual is like--having a similar prejudice because that person is

left-handed. It is totally irrational. But it is difficult to stamp

out. Similarly, to exhibit prejudice because a person is sick,

though that person as such presents no risk, is irrational and

morally wrong. It adds to the heavy burden of illness.

Anti-discrimination laws can help to rectify such wrongs and to set

the standards of proper social conduct. In many countries such as my

own, such laws began with useful work on racial and religious

prejudice. They then moved into prejudice on the ground of gender.

Now they are tackling other causes of prejudice: such as age,

handicap, disability ar.d sexual orientation. There is a common enemy

here. It is stereotyping. In the context of HIV/AIDS that enemy
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There have been a number of cases in Australia as in South

policy has been adopted as part of the strategy to encourage any

So look to the need for
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In making decisions on confidentiality issues,gOod treatment.

people will not seek services especially about a condition such as

HIV/AIDS, Others will keep secret facts which should be revealed for

Africa31 where confidentiality of persons infected with HIV has

been breached. It is imperative that confidentiality is assured in

healthcare services, especially about a condition such as HIV/AIDS.

If it is suspected that confidentiality cannot be assured, some

federally regulated.

reasons in Australia, State anti-discrimination and equal opportunity

agencies cannot deal with complaints relating to insurance which is

that doing so will have adverse consequences. For constitutional

person concerned to take the HIV test voluntarily without the risk

previous consultation about HIV infection or testing for the virus

with a negative or unknown result must likewise be excluded. This

There are countless other legal issues which have arisen in

Insurance is important amongst these. In Australia, life insurance

companies were reported to be denying HIV negative men cover on the

basis of their sexual orientation. A code of practice was thereupon

drawn up. Under it no adverse decision may be based solely on the

known or suspected sexual orientation of a proposed insured. Any

Australia and which will arise for consideration in this conference.

QTHER LEGAL ISSUES

for the protection of others.

anti-discrimination laws.

impedes the spread of educational messages and t~e self-esteem of

those who must receive them. To be successful in combating HlV/AIDS

we must begin at the sourCe of the problem: in the minds of those

whose. behaviour we must hope to modify for their own protection and
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courts and other bodies must keep their eye on the social utility of 

society as a whole, of preserving the general assurance of medical 

confidentiality. They should resist the breakdown of the duty of 

confidentiality, even in hard individual cases. 

Also in Australia, as in South Africa issues have arisen 

relating to access to drugs and therapies. 32 Australia has 

strict laws on drug importation and registration requiring extensive 

testing in Australia. This can delay the availability of new drugs. 

But now, up to three months supply of unapproved drugs may be 

an individual by mail. Buyers' clubs help members import 

drugs for personal use. State laws prohibit promotion 

referring to the suggested properties or benefits of 

compounds. Unfortunately quack doctors and false "remedies" 

modern adherents amongst people in a vulnerable situation. 

In a number of Australian cases, infection by blood transfusion 

hospitals has led to claims for compensation. These have been 

on ordinary tort principles. 33 In some States, 

funds have been provided to provide compensation to 

infected in this way. But not without criticism that this 

evQ"""S stigmatization and alienation of those who are infected, 

, in perfectly lawful sexual activities and who have 

as much need for social support and public charity. 

An important area for lawyers acting for patients with HIV/AIDS 

concerns wills and powers of attorney. In some parts of 

family provision legislation has provided for dependency 

in homosexual relationships. In this way (although not yet 

laws) surviving partners have been able to recover where 

is no will or no adequate provision by the will. The 

of getting young, dying people to execute a will is often 

to.32 The problem of AIDS dementia and of will 
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CONCLUSIONS - THE BIG AIDS TEST

There are many other legal issues presented by HIV/AIDS. In

employment, schooling, housing, social security and otherwise there

In one enlightened

In the case of the

- 26 -

cases of discrimination which require legal

In family law there have been terrible cases of

faces of AIDS in the courts of Australia.

have been

redress. J8

to community prejudice and ignorance. 39

dying there has been the operation of laws against suicide or

assisting suicide. Even in death there have been added burdens.

Until recently, in New South Wales, funeral regulations required that

discrimination in custody orders upon the basis of HIV infection,

without any rational or justifiable ground save from abject surrender

decision, a District Court judge in New South Wales quashed a

conviction on a resident on a remote rural farm of cultivation of

marijuana for personal use on the basis that the user had AIDS and

should be left alone by the law. 37

contests cannot be ignored. Practical issues such as the expedited

hearing of cases for litigants living with AIDS must be addressed by

practical lawyers.
35

Prisoners with HIV have had the sentences

reduced because of shortened life-expectancy.36 Many are the

a person, known to have died with AIDS, was to be placed in double

plastic bags heat sealed with the words "Infectious Disease _ Handle

with Care" placed in large letters of prescribed colour and

height.
40

Recently, there was an unedifying spectacle in which

the family of the deceased son insisted upon a religious funeral

ceremony against wishes expressed in his will to the exclusion of the

friends who had been closest to him in his final struggle. Sometimes

in bereavement the grieving family and friends come together. But

often they do not.
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"There is no country tor old men.
The young in one another's arms, birds in the trees
- Those dying generations - at their song,
The salmon-talIs, the mackerel-crowded seas,
Fish, flesh or fowL, commend all summer long
Whatever is begotten, born and dies
Caught in that sensual music all neglect
Monuments of unageing intellect. ,,42

In the face of AIDS - this new, unheralded global crisis, we should

all be humble. But we should be resolute. We should think of the

many who this day will become infected and those who will learn of

their infection. We should think of their families, parents, lovers,

frIends. We should spare thoughts for the healthworkers who will

toil courageously over them: often with no drugs, always with no

cure. We who are lawyers should be humble about our small part in

this great crisis of humanity. Learning from the past errors of

cruel and inefficient laws we should resolve, this time, to do

better. On our cheeks should be tears for the people who carry the

heavy burden of infection and for those who have died. There should

be no brand marks on our cheeks. Stigma should have no dominion.

And our eyes should be bright with the resolve to do practical things

to slow the spread of this Infection.

In the little part which the law has to play in this great

drama we should be protectors of basic rights. They matter most when

they are most at risk. That is when lawyers and lawmakers have a

special responsibility. South Africa, with its beautiful land and

people, has had occasion to learn from the great wrongs of

discrimination and the burden of the viruses of ignorance and

prejudIce. As South Africa now faces a new and special test with the

advent of AIDS, there will be many observers who will hope that,

learning from its past} it will do better in its future.
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